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Abstract
Recommendation System is a major area which is very popular and useful for people to take proper
automated decisions. It is a method that helps user to find out the information which is beneficial to him/her
from variety of data available. When it comes to Movie Recommendation System, recommendation is
done based on similarity between users (Collaborative Filtering) or by considering particular user’s activity
(Content Based Filtering) which he wants to engage with. To overcome the limitations of collaborative
and content based filtering generally, combination of collaborative and content based filtering is used so
that a better recommendation system can be developed. Also various similarity measures are used to find
out similarity between users for recommendation. In this paper, we have surveyed state-of-the-art methods
of Content Based Filtering, Collaborative Filtering, Hybrid Approach and Deep Learning Based Methods
for movie recommendation. We have also reviewed different similarity measures. Various companies like
facebook which recommends friends, LinkedIn which recommends job, Pandora recommends music, Netflix
recommends movies, Amazon recommends products etc. use recommendation system to increase their
profit and also benefit their customers. This paper mainly concentrates on the brief review of the different
techniques and its methods for movie recommendation, so that research in recommendation system can be
explored.
Key Words: Recommendation System, Hybrid Filtering, Matrix Factorization, SVD, Similarity Measures.
1 Introduction
Recommendation System is an information tool which helps users to find out the items which they want from
the large no of items available [1], [2]. Main goal of recommendation system is to forecast the rating which
a specific user gives to an item. It helps the user to find the best solution from the available list of items.
Many companies use recommendation system so that they can serve their user and raise their profit like Netflix,
YouTube, Amazon and others Still now it is a good topic of research because to find what the user wants from
available resource is a big challenge, as our choice keeps on changing with time. Nowadays what we purchase
online is recommendation. For example, if we want to buy books, listen music, watch movies etc there is one
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recommendation system that is working in background which suggest the user based on his previous actions
[3]. Many platforms like Netflix which suggest movies, Amazon which suggest products, Spotify that suggest
music, LinkedIn that is used for recommending jobs or any social networking sites which suggest users, all
these work on recommendation system [4], [5]. By using these recommendation engine users can easily find
out what he wants according to his/her choice. So to build an effective recommender system is also a challenge
because user’s preference keeps on changing with time.
1.1 Applications
Recommendation System is a vast area which is used everywhere in every field. People use recommendations as
it saves time, so it plays a vital role in various areas. It is used in many real life applications like Entertainment,
E-Commerce, Services, Social Media etc. [6]. In Entertainment area recommendation system is widely used
in watching movies or listening music or any TV program. When we talk about E-Commerce field, Amazon is
the world’s largest shopping site. Some use it for purchasing books, for buying any household products or any
products, some use it for clothing. So this way whole world is dependent on these E-commerce sites for one
or the other work. Some other E-Commerce sites like Flip cart, E bay, Myntra, Shop clues etc. also provides
recommendations. Some other applications of recommendation system are listed below:
• Movie Recommendation: Netflix uses algorithm for recommending movies according to their interest.
Other such platforms that provide recommendations include hotstar, sonyLIV, voot, ALTBalaji etc [7].
• Music Recommendation: Pandora generates a radio station. It uses the properties of songs to recommend
other songs. Other medium in this field that suggest music recommendation are Spotify, JioSavan, Gaana
etc [8].
• News: Various applications that provide news recommendation can be Google News, Apple News(integrated
into IOS and macOS), Flip board, Feedly, Tweet Deck, Pocket, Mix, Zig, News360. All these suggest
news, articles, blog post, content from top publishers etc [9].
• Fashion: People can buy various clothing items of their choice. This section include various shopping
sites like Myntra, Amazon, Club Factory, SHEIN, Lime Road, Flip cart and others [10].
• Travel service: Recommendation helps here to suggest various travelling sites to safeguard journey. This
includes Road trippers which leads you plan any road trip with ease. Using Hooper, users can input their
travel plans, and the app will tell them when is the best time to book their flight [11].
1.2 Challenges
There are various challenges faced by Recommendation System. These challenges are Cold Start problem,
Data Sparsity, Scalability.
Cold Start Problem: It needs enough users in the system to find a match. For instance, if we want to find
similar user or similar item, we match them with the set of available users or items. At initial stage for a new
user, his profile is empty as he has not rated any item and the system do not know about his taste, so it becomes
difficult for a system to provide him recommendation about any item. Same case can be with new item, as it is
not rated by any user because it’s new for the user. Both these problem can be resolved by implementing hybrid
techniques [12].
Data Sparsity: The user or rating matrix is very sparse. It is very hard to find users that have rated the same
items because most of the user does not rate the items. So it becomes hard to find set of users who rate the
items. To give recommendation is really tough when there is less information about any user [13].
Scalability: Collaborative Filtering use massive amount of data to make reliable better which require more
number of resources. As information grows exponentially processing becomes expensive and inaccurate result
from this Big data challenge [14].
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Figure 1: Taxonomy of Recommendation System
Rest sections of this paper are organized as follows: In section 1, types of filtering techniques and their
subtypes are discussed with detail survey and comparison. Along with this, similarity measures and evaluation
metrics are explored. Further, description about dataset is drafted in section 3. Lastly, the article is concluded
after discussing the advantage, challenges and limitations of the work with enabling future scope in Section 4.
2 Literature Review
There are three techniques of recommendation system: Collaborative Filtering, Content-Based Filtering and
Hybrid Filtering. In Content Based recommender system, user provides data either explicitly (rating) or im-
plicitly (by clicking on a link). The system captures this data and generates user profile for every user. By
making use of user profile, recommendation is generated. In content based filtering, recommendation is given
by only watching single user’s profile. System tries to recommend item similar to that item based on users past
activity. Unlike content based, collaborative filtering finds those users whose likings are similar to a given user.
It then recommends item or any product, by considering that the given user will also like the item which other
users like because their taste are similar [15]. Both these technique have their own strength and weakness so
to overcome this, hybrid technique came into picture, which is a combination of both these techniques. Hybrid
filtering can be used in various types. We can use content based filtering first and then pass those results to col-
laborative recommender (and vice-versa) or by integrating both the filter into one model to generate the result.
These kinds of modifications are also uses to cope up with cold start, data sparsity and scalability problem.
Taxonomy of Recommender System is depicted in figure 1.
Various recommendation systems are surveyed in following section.
2.1 Content-Based Filtering
Content-Based Filtering are also known as cognitive filtering [16]. This filtering recommends item to the user
based on his past experience. For example, if a user likes only action movies then the system predicts him
only action movies similar to it which he has highly rated. The broader explanation could be suppose the
user likes only politics related content so the system suggests the websites, blogs or the news similar to that
content. Unlike collaborative filtering, content based filtering do not face new user problem. It does not have
other user interaction in it. It only deals with particular user’s interest. Content based filtering first checks the
user preference and then suggest him with the movies or any other product to him. It only focus on single
user’s ideas, thoughts and give prediction based on his interest. So if we talk about movies, then the content
based filtering technique checks the rating given by the user. The approach checks which movies are given
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Figure 2: Content Based Filtering
high ratings by the user by checking the genre categories in the user profile. After analysing user profile,
the technique recommends movies to user according to his taste. The figure 2 shows us how Content-Based
Filtering works.
As shown in figure 2, content based filtering whole process is shown by giving an example of Geometric
Shapes [17]. Here in the figure, first an Item Profile is developed based on the liking of the user. Here the user
likes circle and triangle of blue colour. Now based on item profile, user profile is build. This user profile is
generated by getting the data from item profile. As we can see in item profile, user likes circle and triangle of
blue colour so user profile is also having circle, triangle and blue colour. Now we will match this user profile
with the collection of different shapes available. In the shapes collection, we have pentagon of blue colour then
circle of yellow colour and two square of yellow colour. So here system finds which of these shapes matches
with the user profile. So here blue colour pentagon matches with the user’s interest.
Jieun Son and Seoung Bum Kim proposed Content-based filtering for recommendation systems using mul-
tiattribute networks that contain attribute information about item [18]. By using all attribute based on network
analysis various items are recommended and overspecialization problem is resolved. Results show that prob-
lems like sparsity and scalability are also addressed when compared with pure Content Based Filtering, Linked
Open Data and Feature Weighting. For conducting experiments Movie lens dataset is used, where on a random
basis 100 users are taken for experiment purpose and accuracy is also improved when compared with the above
mentioned methods.
In the paper, Providing Entertainment by Content-based Filtering and Semantic Reasoning in Intelligent
Recommender Systems by Yolanda Blanco-Fernandez et al. solved overspecialization problem [19]. For this,
hidden semantic association between user and the product are known then applying Spreading Activation tech-
nique to detect a node that is strongly connected.
There is no requirement about other user’s data to make recommendations. It is easy for content based
approach to recommend new items. It provides recommendation to the user with unique taste. There is no first
rater problem. It also provide content feature which helps us to explain reason for an item recommended.
To find any particular feature like images or movies of any specific genre, it sometimes becomes a problem.
Generally it is referred as overspecialization problem. User is never recommended anything outside user profile.
It is easy to miss recommending item to user as there is not enough information about that item.
2.2 Collaborative Filtering
The concept of collaborative filtering was first introduced in 1991 by Goldberg et al. [20]. The Tapestry system
applies only to smaller user groups (e.g. a single unit), and has too many demands on the user. As a proto-
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Figure 3: Collaborative Based Filtering
type of collaborative filtering recommendation system, Tapestry presents a new recommendation, but there are
many technical deficiencies. Since then, there has been a scoring based collaborative filtering recommendation
system, such as Grouplens, which recommends news and films. At present many ecommerce sites have been
using the recommendation system such as Amazon, CDNow, Drugstor and Moviefinder etc. There is massive
amount of data available. As we all know that today in this busy life no one has time to search hundreds of
thousands of item and select the one which is similar to their taste. So collaborative filtering is one of the ways
to filter the data and provide the relevant information in which the user is interested in. Collaborative Filtering
is one of the most well known techniques for recommending items. This technique suggests relevant item to the
user based on neighbour’s choice. It first finds out the similarity between the user and his neighbour and then
predicts the items. There can be n number of users. This technique finds the similar user from the list of user’s.
But the similarity between users is found out based the ratings which the users have given to the particular item.
This way the approach continues and the desired result is generated. This strategy takes ratings given by user
for any item from the large catalog of item catalog of ratings given by the user. This large catalog is referred as
user-item matrix [21].
Figure 3 explains collaborative filtering with an example of recommending movie to the user. As it is clearly
depicted in the diagram that user 1, user 2 and user 3 have rated movies according to their interest. Based on
that user- movies matrix is created and any similarity model is applied to find the similarity between them so
that recommendation can be given to user 3.
Ching-She Wu et al. have used collaborative filtering both approaches i.e. user based and item based filtering
[22]. The authors have used Pearson correlation similarity for finding the similarity between users. Another
algorithm named Nearest N User Neighbourhood to obtain N similar users so that they can be grouped together.
For finding the item similarity, algorithm known as Log Likelyhood Similarity. The results obtain from the item
based recommender, are stored into Hadoop distributed File system (HDFS). The dataset used here is obtained
from Yahoo Research Web Scope Database.
Mehrbakhsh Nilashi proposed a recommendation method based on collaborative filtering using ontology
and dimensionality reduction technique to improve the sparsity and scalability problem in collaborative filter-
ing [23]. Here experiments are also given which improve the predictive accuracy and throughput of movie
recommendation system. Tianqi Zhou et al. used Hadoop programming model to implement recommendation
algorithm based on item based collaborative filtering. The Movielens-10M dataset is used which contain 1000
rows of rating [24].
Collaborative Filtering is further divided into two types. They are memory based and model based methods
[25], [26].
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2.2.1 Memory Based Method
This method is also known as Neighborhood based approach [27]. Memory-based method uses similarity
measures calculated from explicit user rating to find neighbour and generate predictions [28], [29]. This type
of method sees the user’s interest for any item. After analyzing user’s view for an item it checks the similar
user who also posses the same interest as that user. So finding similar users is done by studying utility matrix.
So this type of approach is mainly based on systems memory for getting prediction of similar user. So here the
unknown rating of any user can be originated using the user item rating matrix (utility matrix) if we find out
similar user. At last recommendation can be given [30].
Memory based approach is further classified into two types. User based approach and Item based approach
[31], [32].
(A). User Based Approach This approach is also known as user-to-user filtering. In this technique, a rating
matrix of n users and m items is created. For finding recommendation for a new user, this approach finds
nearest neighbour using neighbour’s previous rating and generates prediction for an item. In other words,
recommendation is given by checking which user have similar taste [33]. Similarity between users are found
using various similarity measures or by creating clusters.
Hamidreza Koohi and Kourosh Kiani proposed fuzzy C-means clustering to user based CF [34]. The rating
matrix is divided into five different training sets. Then clustering techniques: K-means, SOM and fuzzy clus-
tering are applied to create clusters for finding nearest neighbour for a new user to predict his rating and provide
recommendation. By the experiments conducted, it is shown that fuzzy c-means gives better performance than
K-means and SOM in terms of accuracy. In this paper it is also observed that as the number of cluster increases
accuracy decreases. For experiment, 80% data is used for training and 10% for testing.
Ningning Yi et al. proposed a movie recommendation system using graph database [35]. For finding simi-
larity, user based CF is used. As there is sparsity of the data, user item rating matrix is prefilled. The table in
database used are u.user (user id, age, sex, occupation), u.item ( movie id, name, release date, website), u.data
( user id, movie id, score, timestamp). Different colours are used to distinguish movies. By conducting the
experiments, it is seen that for highly recommended movies, node adds yellow edge and the thickness of the
edge represent film recommendation. It is observed that as the radius of the nodes increases and as the edges
become thick, the score of the movies is increased. For implementation, py1neo is used which is a working
library with Neo4j and movielens100k dataset is used.
(B). Item Based Approach This approach is also known as item -to- item filtering. It is used to recommend
any item based on related item’s rating. By analyzing the rating , the users whose rating are similar for different
item, only those items are available for recommendation [36]. It has been widely used by all Web giants
including Netflix, YouTube etc.
Gilbert Badaro et al. [37] presented a hybrid approach which is a weighted combination of user based and
item based filtering for finding the unknown ratings for an item, so that top ranked item can be recommended.
The ratings of ubcf and ibcf are multiplied with the weights assigned to them to predict the rating of an item.
The author showed that this combination also helps to overcome cold stat user and cold start item problem. The
approach also addresses that data sparsity is reduced and accuracy is improved. For experiment purpose movie
lens dataset is used.
2.2.2 Model Based Method
In Model-based method it develops a user model using ratings of each user to evaluate the expected value of
unrated items [38], [39]. This method generally uses machine learning or data mining algorithm to create a
model. The model is developed using the utility matrix which is build using rating given by user for any item.
The model is trained by getting the information from the utility matrix. Now this model is trained using the
given data to generate prediction for the users [40], [41].The model based approach is further classified into
various categories. They are as Association rule mining, Decision Tree, Clustering, Artificial Neural Network,
Regression etc. There are various examples working on model based approach. Some of them are Latent
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Semantic methods like Latent Semantic Analysis and Latent Semantic Indexing and Dimensionality Reduction
techniques like Singular Value Decomposition (SVD), Matrix Factorization etc. Model based techniques are
use to solve sparsity problem occurring in recommendation system.
(A). Matrix Factorization Matrix Factorization [42], [43] is the most powerful model which generally users
and movies in the matrix form. It represents rows as users or movies as columns. Other way is also used. It
can also represent movies as rows and columns as users. Generally, not all the users give ratings to any item.
So when we create a matrix that matrix is known as sparse matrix. Explicit user comes under this category as
every user does not give rating. When we talk about implicit ratings, rating of any item is calculated by seeing
what user has purchased in past. Based on which purchased history ratings are given. Matrix Factorization
works using the below given formula.
rui = q
T
i × pu (1)
Here qi tells us about the i-th item user likes or not. It gives positive or negative feedback by assigning
positive or negative value. pu tells us about the user who is interested in particular item, rui tells us about the
ratings user u gives to an item i.
Now first we have to find out factors of qi and pu .We have to factorize qi and pu in such a way that we can
create user to item matrix.
We have to find factors in a way that they are very close to the actual value. So there are very less chances
of error.
The formula to find out minimum values for qi and pu is given below.
min
∑
(u,i∈k)
(rui − qTi × pu)2 + δ(||qi||2 + ||pu||2) (2)
Here k is set of (u, i) pair. By using this formula, user to item matrix can be find out and we have to minimize
δ in equation 2 so that error can be reduced. For minimizing value, the well known methods Stochastic Gradient
Descent and Alternating Least Square are used. These two methods can be used to minimize the above equation.
In the paper named, Explainable Matrix Factorization for Collaborative Filtering is proposed by Behnoush
Abdollahi and Olfa Nasraoui to compute top n recommendation [44]. The authors showed that if j item is
explainable for user i then their representation in the latent space should be close to each other. Cosine simi-
larity is used for finding nearest neighbours. The experiment gives the idea that this method perform well for
generation top k recommendation.
The authors Dheeraj Bokde et al. surveyed Matrix Factorization model in Collaborative Filtering Algo-
rithm. Matrix factorization models like SVD, PCA, PMF and NMF are discussed. The experiments concluded
that Stochastic SVD increases accuracy and preciseness of user based and item based CF. It also reduces the
computation cost of both CF algorithm [45].
(B). Singular Value Decomposition Singular Value Decomposition is one of the models of matrix factoriza-
tion [46], [47]. This method takes A as input data matrix and disintegrates it into product of three different
matrixes described as follows.
A[m×n] = U[m×r]S[r×r](V[r×n])T (3)
A is input data matrix of size m × n e.g. m users and n movies. U is matrix of size m × r that stores left
singular vectors. S contains singular values of size r × r diagonal matrix which has zeros everywhere except
on its diagonal. So all these nonzero values are singular values and they are arranged in decreasing order so
that largest value comes first. V is a right singular vector of size n× r.
The equation 3 can be represented in compact way as follow:
Ak = Uk × Sk × V Tk (4)
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Ak represents the closest linear approximation of the original matrix A with reduced rank k. Once this
transformation is completed, users and items can be thought of as points in the k-dimensional space. SVD
property states that U, S, V are unique in which U and V are column orthonormal i.e. U = 1, V TV = 1 and S
is diagonal whose entries are positive singular values and sorted in decreasing order.
M.G. Vozalis and K.G. Margaritis used SVD with demographic data [48] and applied it on user based and
item based collaborative filtering. The result conducted in the paper concluded that user based CF do not
produce better result and item based CF gives less error rate. It is also seen that by using SVD in recommender
system tackle scalability and data sparsity problem and also improve accuracy.
There is no need of any feature selection for any particular item. As it works with any kind of item. This
becomes the biggest advantage of collaborative filtering.
It usually faces first rater problem, as it cannot recommend any unrated item. It also faces popularity bias
problem. It becomes a case when user may not like an item but due to its popularity that item is recommended
to the user.
2.3 Hybrid Filtering
This filtering is an information filtering system that takes ratings of the movies as input from the users and then
apply the collaborative and content based filtering and generate recommendation list [49]. It is a combination
of the two technique i.e. collaborative filtering and content based filtering. When only the single method i.e.
the collaborative filtering or content based filtering alone cannot solve the problem then hybrid filtering concept
comes into picture. By using hybrid filtering many problems of collaborative filtering and content based filtering
can be resolved. The problem like cold start problem in collaborative filtering is a major challenge in it. So if
we apply content based filtering and then use collaborative filtering can be a solution to it. So making it hybrid
can resolve the problem.
S.M.Ali et al. proposed hybrid model ,which uses genomic tags of movies with content based filtering
concept [50]. It uses Principal Component Analysis with Pearson Correlation technique to reduce the tags
which are redundant, so that computation complexity can be reduced. Here Movie lens dataset is used which
was released on October 18, 2016.
F.Deng et al. defined an approach to calculate user’s potential preference based on hybrid features like user
generated features, image visual features and transforming user item rating into hybrid feature ratings [51].
The experiments performed here shows that proposed work gives better result on sparse dataset and has higher
efficiency on large dataset. In [52] C. Yang et al. put forth a hybrid approach based on social similarity and item
attribute. The author used collaborative filtering method combined with social similarities and genres of the
movie. He used BPR-MF model to solve the sparsity problem. The proposed method works in two stages. First
the BPR-MF model is used to obtain the candidate set using the ratings by training the training dataset. After
finding the candidate set, the unknown ratings are predicted using the existing ratings. Then the ratings are
sorted and final candidate set for each user is obtained. Each set has several top items. In the second stage the
movies are recommended to user using feature selection TF-IDF method used for finding the similarity between
users and movie lens dataset is used here. The result shows that by using BPR-MF shows more accurate result
rather than collaborating filtering. In [53] the idea used by Priscila Valdiviezo and J. Bobadilla is that they took
various ratings of the user and the demographic information like age, gender and occupation and combined
them into one matrix model. Then collaborative filtering is used to find out the missing ratings. The main idea
used here is to improve the overall rating prediction. Three different datasets like Movie Lens (100k), Book
Crossing (BX) and Film Trust. Here MAE (Mean Absolute Error) is used to measure the performance of the
proposed approach. The data sparsity problem is also solved by using demographic feature of user and the item.
In [54] R. Bharti and D. Gupta have proposed a system which uses content based filtering for new users and
collaborative filtering for the old user and for finding the similarity the author have used cosine and Pearson
similarity and finally hive is used for storing user and movies details in the database. For experiment purpose
movie Lens dataset is used.
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Figure 4: Hybrid Filtering
There are various categories of hybrid filtering. Hybrid Filtering is clearly understood by understanding the
figure given below. As it is shown in the figure, first input is applied to collaborative filtering and content-based
filtering, and then their final outcome is combined to get hybrid filtering.
2.3.1 Weighted hybridization
In this technique of hybridization, at first outcomes of the items which are recommended is generated from
the list the recommendation techniques used in the particular system. The system named P- Tango known as
Personalized Tango [55] used this hybrid concept. This P-Tango system consist of front end, back end and
database. The user access the front end through the web browser, the back end download the articles and makes
prediction. Generally the collaborative and content based filtering and weighted hybridization is applied. In
short, weighted hybridization implement collaborative and content based filtering individually and then finally
combine their predictions.
2.3.2 Switching hybridization
As the name suggest, switching or changing of recommendation technique is done. This switching is done
based on the current situation of the system. So criteria are decided by the system to switch between the two
recommendations systems. This switching approach is generally used to avoid ramp-up problem. But both,
collaborative and content based filtering both faces new user problem. This technique was implemented by a
system called Daily Learner, which uses content based filtering at start and then uses collaborative filtering.
This switching hybridization method is used by [56] to deal with different cold start problems. The author
used content based CAMF-CC and demographic based CAMF-CC to provide a way to cope up with cold start
problem.
2.3.3 Cascade hybridization
In this technique the recommendation by one technique is generated and that recommendation results are re-
fined or filtered by another recommendation technique to improve the recommendation system. A music recom-
mender system developed by [57]. It acts like a middleware system which provide facility to digital audio/music
libraries. It uses content based filtering then collaborative filtering to provide recommendations. This system
gives recommendation of music from the same genre according to the user’s query and also considers previ-
ous user’s preference as well as other user’s preference by collaborative filtering. The restaurant recommender
EntreeC, is also a cascaded knowledge-based and collaborative recommender.
2.3.4 Mixed hybridization
As the name suggest it uses more than one recommender at a time to provide large number of recommendation
together. When users wish to get immense number of recommendation simultaneously then this mixed recom-
mender is used. One example showing mixed type is ProfBuilder recommender system [58] which works as
an agent based recommender system for a Web site. ProbBuilder first collect the site usage information to find
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user’s interest and a base for collaborative filtering. Then it helps the user to find relevant page of their choice
by using both content based and collaborative filtering.
2.3.5 Feature Combination
Here at first some features are produced by one recommendation technique and then they are applied to an-
other recommendation technique. So basically this approach provides a merger for collaborative and content
based filtering. This way features from different recommender engine are combined and fed into one single
recommendation algorithm [59].
2.3.6 Feature Augmentation
Here, the output of one recommender engine is used as input to another recommender system. The first rec-
ommender system uses ratings and extra information which are fed to the second system as input. Now the
second system takes this information and also add some additional function to generate recommendations [59].
Feature Augmentation works better than Feature Combination because it adds some extra feature to the earlier
recommender engine.
2.3.7 Meta Level
This is also one of the ways to combine two systems and provide recommendations. Internal or base model
is generated by the recommender engine and then that model is applied as a whole to the other system. It can
be a misconception that Meta level and feature augmentation are same but they are totally different from one
another. In feature augmentation, some additional information with the available data are fed to the system
while in meta level the model generated by one system is itself a source to be applied to the other system [60].
Here there is no need to provide extra data with the model.
It is used to deal with cold start problem, sparsity problem and grey sheep problem. Implementation cost is
increased and increased complexity is also a factor.
2.4 Deep Learning Based Approaches
Jeffrey Lund and Yiu-Kai Ng [61] propsed adopted deep learning based approach in which authors have used
autoencoder based collaborative filtering system. Prediction error in the propsed method has been minimized
using regularization.
Traditional content based and collaborative filtering techniques require prior information like user history
and habits. Performance of such systems highly depends on the initial knowledge about user. S. Kumar et
al. [62] proposed sentiment analysis based hybrid approach for movie recommendation. From micro bogging
websites, tweets have been collected about movie and the sentiments of the users are analyzed and the cold start
problem has been nicely addressed. J. K. Leung et al. have studied the effect of user’s mood on recommendation
system. Authors have assigned emotional tags to movies by auto detection of affective attributes. Text based
Emotion Detection Recognition model has been trained using tweet text and the leaned model is used to detect
affective features [63].
T. Singh et al. [64] have used real time multi-lingual tweets to improve the performance of recommendation
system. Sentiment analysis is applied on the tweets, and tweets are classified using RNN. The system achieves
promising results on real time tweets.
Deep learning based approach has been proposed by J. Bobadilla et al. [65] to improve the performance of
collaborative filtering. Non linear relation between predictions, reliabilities and accurate recommendation has
been extracted using deep learning. The proposed architecture achieves the superior performance through three
abstraction layers: real prediction errors, prediction errors and predicted ratings.
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2.5 Comparison of State-of-the-Art Methods
Various techniques working on collaborative and content based filtering are discussed in the literature survey.
In this particular subsection, comparison of the some of the recent techniques used for recommendation is
surveyed as shown in Comparative Study
Table 1: Comparison of State-of-the-Art methods
Ref CF/CB/H Dataset Method Similarity Measures Performance
[50] H Movie lens PCA Cosine Similarity Cutoff = 0.5 will leave some useful tags Cutoff = 0.3 will lose someimportant tags
[51] H Movielens-1k HFB-KNN, CFB-KNN, UserKNN Rating changes from 10 to 80 HFB-KNN, CFB-KNN performs better
[22] CF From, Yahoo ResearchWeb scope database NNUN, Log Likely hood Pearson Correlation AAD =0 .Prediction Accuracy = 100%
[23] CF Movie lens PNN, SVD The sparsity level of the Movie Lens dataset is 93.7% the sparsity levelof the Yahoo! Web scope R4 dataset is 99.8%
[24] CF Movielens-10M User Based CF, Item BasedCF HDFS makes the performance better.
[52] H Movie lens BPR-MF,TF-IDF Cosine similarity MAE = 0.817 , RMSE= 1.037
[53] H Movielens 100k,FilmTrust Biased Matrix Factorization
For Movie Lens, Precision = 0.8704 Recall =0.107 For Film Trust, Pre-
cision= 0.7391 Recall = 0.0051
[54] H Movie lens Map Reduce Cosine Similarity, Cen-tered Cosine Similarity
Using Hadoop Map Reduce Framework, movie recommendation is
done fast though dataset is large.
[18] CB Movie lens -1M CB-MN system, FW Overspecialization and data sparsity is improved
[19] CB IMDB and BBC webserver SA
Overspecialization problem is solved and observed that when no. of
cluster increases accuracy decreases.
[34] User basedCF
Movie lens with 6.3%
rating available
K-means, SOM, Fuzzy clus-
tering Pearson Correlation
Fuzzy C-means and max average accuracy-80.44 and Fuzzy C-means
and max Pearson accuracy-81.1
[35] User basedCF Movielens-100K
Neo4j is NoSQL graph
database Euclidean distance Larger radius of nodes and thicker edge then movie score is high
[37] H Movie lens UBCF and IBCF Pearson Correlation Improvement of 13% over UBCF and 16% over IBCF
[44] CF Movie lens EMF, NMF and PMF Cosine Average RMSE of EMF is 1.3411
[48] CF Movie lens SVD with UBCF and IBCF Demographic correla-tion IBCF produces less error value than UBCF
2.6 Similarity Measures
There are various similarity measures to find out similarity between user and item. Some of them are discussed
here.
2.6.1 Jaccard Similarity
It is the ratio of common items rated by the user to the total number of items rated by both the users. The
formula to calculate Jaccard Similarity is given below [66].
sim(u, v)Jaccard =
|Iu ∩ Iv|
|Iu ∪ Iv| (5)
Here Iu and Iv are the set of item rated by the user u and v respectively.
2.6.2 Cosine Similarity
Cosine similarity [67], [68] is the measure of similarity between two non-zero vectors in the inner product
space. It measures the angle between these two vectors. A cosine of two non-zero vectors can be calculated
using dot products of these two vectors:
u.v = ||u|| . ||v|| . cosθ (6)
Cosine similarity is particularly used in positive space where the result is efficiently bounded in [0, 1]. Thus
for two given vectors u and v, the cosine similarity, cosθ can be computed as the combination of dot product
and magnitude of the vectors:
sim(u, v)cosine = cosθ =
∑
u v
||u|| . ||v|| (7)
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2.6.3 Pearson Correlation Similarity
It uses Pearson Correlation Coefficient [69], [70] to determine the similarity between users. The higher the
coefficient the two users are more closely related. Formula to calculate Pearson Correlation Coefficient is given
below,
r =
∑
((u− u¯)(v − v¯))√∑
(u− u¯)2.∑(v − v¯)2 (8)
2.6.4 Mean Square Distance
Mean square distance [70] is calculated by the ratio of sum of the square of the difference of the items rated
by the user to the common items rated by both the users. Then the Mean Square similarity is calculated by
subtracting the mean square distance by 1. The formula to calculate the mean square distance is given below.
sim(u, v)MSD = 1−
∑
i ∈ I(u,v)(R(u, i)−R(v, i))2
|I(u,v)|
(9)
R(u, i) and R(v, i) are the ratings given by the user u and v to item i, respectively. I(u, v) indicates the
co-rated items of users u and v.
2.6.5 Jaccard Mean Square Distance (JMSD)
This is generated by multiplying two similarity measures, i.e. Jaccard similarity and mean square distance
similarity measure [70].
sim(u, v)JMSD = sim(u, v)Jaccard.sim(u, v)MSD (10)
sim(u, v)JMSD =
|Iu ∩ Iv|
|Iu ∪ Iv| .
(
1−
∑
i ∈ I(u,v)(R(u, i)−R(v, i))2
|I(u, v)|
)
(11)
2.6.6 Relevant Jaccard similarity (RJaccard)
sim(u, v)RJaccard =
1
1 + 1|Iu∩Iv | +
¯|Iu|
1+|Iu| +
1
1+ ¯|Iv |
(12)
where, if |Iu ∩ Iv| = 0 then sim(u, v)RJaccard = 0
2.6.7 Relevant Jaccard Mean Square Distance (RJMSD)
Relevant Jaccard mean square distance is obtained by multiplying relevant jaccard and mean square distance.
The formula to calculate RJMSD is given below [70].
sim(u, v)RJMSD = sim(u, v)RJaccard.sim(u, v)MSD (13)
sim(u, v)RJMSD =
 1
1 + 1|Iu∩Iv | +
¯|Iu|
1+|Iu| +
1
1+ ¯|Iv |
 .(1− ∑ i ∈ I(u,v)(R(u, i)−R(v, i))2|I(u,v)|
)
(14)
where, if |Iu ∩ Iv| = 0 then sim(u, v)RJMSD = 0
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2.7 Evaluation Metrics for Recommendation System
There are various measures to evaluate recommender system. These metrics are a way to find how accurate a
recommender system is. Accuracy is must for any recommender system to work. Performance of any model
is judge by these metrics. The evaluation metrics are Mean Absolute Error (MAE), Root Mean Square Error
(RMSE), Precision, Recall, F1-Measure, Aggregate diversity.
2.7.1 Mean Absolute Error
MAE =
1
N
∑
(u,i)
|P(u,i) −R(u,i)| (15)
Here P (u, i) is the predicted rating for user u on item i , R(u, i) is the actual rating and N is the total number
of ratings on the item set. The lower the MAE, the more accurately the recommendation engine predicts user
ratings [71].
2.7.2 Root Mean Square Error
RMSE =
√∑n
i=1(P(u,i) −R(u,i))2
N
(16)
Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) [72] puts more emphasis on larger absolute error and when RMSE is low
than accuracy of recommender system is better.
2.7.3 Precision
Precision =
Currently recommended items
Total recommended items
(17)
Precision [73] shows the result that are relevant , i.e. the items correctly recommended by the system.
2.7.4 Recall
Recall =
Currently recommended items
Total useful recommended items
(18)
Recall [73] shows the results which are successfully recommended by the system.
2.7.5 F1-Measure
F1 Score = 2× Precision×Recall
Precision+Recall
(19)
For finding F1-Measure [73] we have to find precision and recall first.
2.7.6 Diversity
Diversity = Uu∈U Ln(u) (20)
Where u is any particular user, U is the total user in the dataset and Ln(u) is the list of relevant items
recommended to the user u [74], [75].
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3 Dataset Descriptions
A dataset is just a unit to measure information released in a public open data repository. The researchers use
the dataset to perform experiments. For this, they divide the dataset into training and testing set to obtain the
desired result. A dataset corresponds to one or more database tables where every column of a table represents a
particular variable and each row corresponds to a given record of the data. The model is run using the training
set which is then compared with the target result. Then testing data is applied to provide estimation to the
final model. There are various datasets available for movies which are widely available. The datasets like
Movielens100k, Movielens-10M, Movielens-10k etc are used. Other dataset are IMDB, Netflix dataset, Film
Trust dataset etc. The movie dataset contains the fields like user id, item id, ratings, tags, timestamps etc.
Table 2: Summary of various datasets for Recommendation system
Name Movies Ratings Users tags URL
Movielens-100k [52] 9115 1,00,005 671 1197 http://grouplens.org/datasets/movielens/100k/
Movie lens [54] 27,278 9,999,999 69139 - http://grouplens.org/datasets/movielens/latest/
Movielens-1M [76] 40,000 14 M 1,60,000 670,000 https://grouplens.org/datasets/movielens/
Yahoo Web scope (R4) [22] 11,915 1,11,131 7,641 - http://webscope.sandbox.yahoo.com
Movielens-100k [53] 1682 1,00,000 943 - http://movielens.org
Movielens-15M 17,000 10M 1,38,000 4,65,000 https://grouplens.org/datasets/movielens/15m/
Movie lens Full 58,000 1,80,000 600 1,100,000 https://grouplens.org/datasets/movielens/latest/
Movielens-100k 1700 1,00,000 1000 - http://grouplens.org/datasets/movielens/100k/
Movielens-10M 10,000 10M 71,000 1,00,000 http://grouplens.org/datasets/movielens/10m/
4 Conclusions and Future Scopes
This paper describes different types of filtering techniques. Various uses, advantages, disadvantages are also
discussed. To build an efficient recommender system a hybrid combination of different methods of recommen-
dation is must. It is concluded that by using combination of similarity measure a better user similarity can be
generated rather than using single similarity measure and efficiency of the system is also increased. One of
the fact that similarity measure like RJMSD is evolved by the author and up till now it is only used in movie
recommendation. The author also showed that this similarity measure is better than the other in terms of ef-
ficiency parameters. Accuracy of any recommender system can be improved if we add extra movie features.
Generally, most of the papers have shown the combination of collaborative filtering and content-based filtering.
By combining methods the problems related to the two methods are tried to resolve. So hybrid filtering is
the most well-known technique in any recommendation system. Because using this helps to build an effective
recommendation system.
There are various areas of recommendation system as discussed earlier. Various techniques are also discussed
which works in giving recommendation. So, scope of any recommender system is to build a model in such a
way that their user gets proper recommendation and efficiency of the system is maintained.
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